**Ocean Blue**

My favourite thing that I can do
Is swim around in the ocean blue
Me and all my ocean friends
Would like to come and invite you to the

Ocean blue, waving at you
Ocean blue, waving at you

I love to wander along the shore
Dream of life on the ocean floor
Imagine what’s going on below
Dive right in, what will be in store in the

Ocean blue, waving at you
Ocean blue, waving at you

Step by step I wade on in
Feel the water upon my skin
Pebbles smooth underneath my feet
My adventure will now begin in the

Ocean blue, waving at you
Ocean blue, waving at you

My favourite thing that I can do
Is swim around in the ocean blue
Me and all my ocean friends
Would like to come and invite you to the

Ocean blue, waving at you
Ocean blue, waving at you

---

**I’m Not a Pop Star (I’m a Sea Star)**

I’m not glittery, but I’m bright
Rocking out at low tide, I’m quite a sight
In costumes of red, orange, pink or blue
My colors help me shine and blend in to

I’m not a rock star (I’m not a rock star)
I’m not a pop star (I’m not a pop star)
But I’m a sea star (but I’m a sea star)
Yes, I’m a sea star (Yes I’m a sea star)

I may not move like a dancing dolphin
I can’t flip or twirl or slide or spin
But with the rhythm of the tide pool scene
I’m a star in the best show that’s ever been

I’m not a rock star (I’m not a rock star)
I’m not a pop star (I’m not a pop star)
But I’m a sea star (but I’m a sea star)
Yes, I’m a sea star (Yes I’m a sea star)

I hang on tight to my rocky stage
Using my tube feet against the beat of a wave
Under the spotlight of the afternoon sun
The curtain only closes when the high tide comes

I’m not a rock star (I’m not a rock star)
I’m not a pop star (I’m not a pop star)
But I’m a sea star (but I’m a sea star)
Yes, I’m a sea star (Yes I’m a sea star)
Mr. Shark
Heading out on my surfboard
Looking for the perfect wave
Barely out for 10 minutes
When I started feeling less brave
Off to my left, a giant fin
Followed shortly thereafter by a large, toothy grin!

Are you hungry, Mr. Shark?
What’s your favourite meal?
Are you hungry, Mr. Shark?
He said, only if you’re a seal!

And this was the start of my journey
Just me, and the shark
And a little worry
Was he a friend? Was he a foe?
Give it some time and I’d surely know!

Are you hungry, Mr. Shark?
What’s your favourite dish?
Are you hungry, Mr. Shark?
He said, only if you’re a fish!

Well, the shark started talking
As he looked right at me
He said, Listen little surfer
You don’t look so yummy
Sharks eat seals, clams, and fish
People are not a favourite dish!

Bridge:
But you gotta remember
A surfboard can look like a seal
And a seal can be a shark’s favourite meal
If you’re heading out to catch a wave
Don’t forget how a shark can behave!

Are you hungry, Mr. Shark?
What’s your favourite snack?
Are you hungry, Mr. Shark?
I think I’d better head back!

See, a Sea Lion
There is a sea lion, and his name is Jack
He makes lots of noise, but he doesn’t quack
He swims in the water, not far from shore
He eats lots of fish - he’s always looking for more

See, a sea lion!
Underwater, looks like he’s flying
See, a sea lion!
Swims so fast, without trying

Jack lives with a family, but not many boys
Sun tanning on the rocks is one of life’s joys
Sea lions like the water, as well as the beach
Big flippers make climbing a real easy reach

Bridge:
We can learn about sea lions,
But not how you’d think
The lessons that they teach us, really quite stink
Underneath the water, it’s hard to see what they do
But…we can learn what they eat, by looking at their poo!

See, a sea lion!
Underwater, looks like he’s flying
See, a sea lion!
Swims so fast, without trying

Knowing what they eat, we learn other things too,
Like how they stay healthy and just how they grew
Sea lions like Jack teach us more everyday
We watch and we learn and show others their way
Sea Turtles Are Special to Me
Gracefully gliding throughout the sea
To see one is rare, an opportunity
Because they are an endangered species
We need to be careful to protect these

Sea turtles are green and a sight to be seen
Sea turtles are rare, so we need to take care
Sea turtles have shells that protect very well
Like all creatures in the sea turtles are special to me

Their streamlined bodies and their flipper-like limbs
Help them travel long distances when they swim
We all love turtles and they are reptiles
Like snakes and lizards and crocodiles

Sea turtles are green and a sight to be seen
Sea turtles are rare, so we need to take care
Sea turtles have shells that protect very well
Like all creatures in the sea turtles are special to me

When the Momma sea turtle wants to make her nest
She picks out the beach that she likes best
She lays her eggs and back to the sea she goes
So it's our job to make sure everyone knows

Sea turtles are green and a sight to be seen
Sea turtles are rare, so we need to take care
Sea turtles have shells that protect very well
Like all creatures in the sea turtles are special to me

Beluga Song
Have you seen the beluga whale
They're not that easy to find
But if you listen for their song
They've got a voice that's one of a kind

Beluga, Beluga
Swimming along just singing a beluga song

Belugas live up in the north
Where it's really cold
They've got lots of blubber to keep them warm
As thick as a mattress I'm told

Beluga, Beluga
Swimming along just singing a beluga song

Bridge
Pulling on my parka, putting on my boots
Looking for a big white whale
Their colour helps them camouflage
And I'd be happy just to spot a tail!

Have you seen the beluga whale
They're not that easy to find
But if you listen for their song
They've got a voice that's one of a kind

Beluga, Beluga
Swimming along just singing a beluga song
Dolphin Dance
I was cruising around in my boat one day
When I saw something splashing out in the bay
Something was dancing on the ocean swells
I could see from far away that she danced very well
As I got up close, she gave me a grin
And said, you wanna dance with me, you gotta jump right in!

She slides to the left
She slides to the right
Bobbin’ up and down
Now she’s feeling all right

She wiggles to the left
She wiggles to the right
She flips up in the air – wow!
What a sight!
The dolphin has the craziest moves
I just had to learn those ocean grooves
Doing the dolphin dance
Come on everybody
We’re doing the dolphin dance

She just loves to twirl and twist around
I couldn’t believe what I had found
She was glistening bright in the warm sunlight
She danced ‘til the sun set into night
When it was time to go, I gave her a wave
And said, I’ll tell everyone about your dancin’ ways!

She slides to the left
She slides to the right
Bobbin’ up and down
Now she’s feeling all right

Cindy Seahorse
In the water there’s a mystery
A tiny creature who just loves to be,
Swimming slowly, searching carefully
A lonely seahorse called Cindy

Her name is Cindy
The ocean is her home
She sways with the tide
To a rhythm all her own
Sometimes she feels, a little bit alone
When she’s swimming on her own

Then one day she saw a coral bed
She decided that’s the way to head
On her travels she was hoping to find
A friendly face of her own kind

Her name is Cindy
The ocean is her home
She sways with the tide
To a rhythm all her own
Sometimes she feels, a little bit alone
When she’s swimming on her own

Suddenly, Cindy stopped to stare
There was something smiling over there
She felt nervous and afraid because
She didn’t know what this creature was

Then our Cindy started feeling brave
She decided that she’d give a wave
She said, my name is Cindy, how’d you do?
I was hoping to be friends with you
And he said

Cindy Seahorse
I’m a seahorse too
I like swimming slow
And eating brine shrimp too
And I’d like nothing more
Then to swim around with you
I’d like to be friends with you too
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Octave the Octopus
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Let’s do the Octopus!
What’s that you say?
I said let’s do the Octopus!
What’s that you say?

Octave, the Octopus
Living in the sea
Octave the Octopus
Wave your arms at me

Up, down, wave ‘em around
Eight arms I can see
Octave, the Octopus
Wave around with me!

Ribbitty Rock
From their bulging eyes
Down to their webbed hind feet,
These frogs sure know how to swim and leap
They can launch themselves
For twenty times their own size
With their strong legs
They sure know how to catch flies.

They go a ribbity-rockin’
A hippity-hoppin’
From lily pad to lily pad
They go a bippin’ and a boppin’
A slippin’ and a sloppin’
The most fun they’ve ever had

When they see a yummy bug
They roll out their long and sticky tongue
They snap at it so quickly
You barely know it’s being done.
Frogs also have a very special kind of skin
That they don’t just wear
They can drink and breathe through it
As they are jumping through the air

Chorus

Crabby Blues
Crawling along the seashore
Minding my own affairs
When suddenly a sea gull came,
And caught me unaware

I’ve got the blues
I’ve got the crabby, crab blues
That sea gull tried to eat me
I’ve got the crabby, crab blues

Living my life in a snail shell
A hermit, some might say
When suddenly another crab
Came and took my shell away

I’ve got the blues
I’ve got the crabby, crab blues
Lost my home right off my back
I’ve got the crabby, crab blues

Sitting around at low tide
Covered by a rock
When suddenly the rock was gone
And YOU gave me quite a shock!

I’ve got the blues
I’ve got the crabby, crab blues
Life’s so hard on the seashore
I’ve got the crabby, crab blues

Chorus
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I Wish I Was a Jellyfish

J! E! L! L! Y!
You’ve got no brain and you’ve got no eyes!
You’re a jelly! You’re a jelly!

F! L! O! A! T!
Hanging out in the sea sounds fine to me!
You’re floating! You’re floating!

I wish I was a jellyfish
Floating in the sea
Riding on the currents,
Sailing along so peacefully

Jellyfish, Jellyfish
Oh, how I wish I could be a jellyfish.

I wish I was a jellyfish
A filter-feeding machine
I’d eat plankton for dinner and lunch
And all snacks in between

We’re floating, in the sea!
We’re floating, sounds fine to me!
We’re floating, in the sea!
We’re floating, come float with me!

I wish I was a jellyfish
Floating in the sea
Riding on the currents
Sailing along so peacefully

I wish I was a jellyfish
Floating in the sea
I’d look see-through, and could sting you
Which would help to protect me

With the Otters

He pokes his head up and looks at me
From the seaside edge
I follow him down to the water and
I walk out on a ledge
He slips down underneath the waves
The otter looks so sleek
He pops up even closer to me
To take another peek

Chorus
I’d like to frolic in the water
With the otter
(to groom and rest and play all day)
I’d like to frolic in the water
With the otter
(to dive and eat and swim all day)

He dives down deep to the ocean floor
To find himself a snack
He finds a clam and a perfect rock
To give the shell a crack
Once he’s finished with his meal
He starts to look around
Then off he swims in the direction of
A playful, splashing sound

Chorus
His belly’s full and he swims away
He joins his friends so that they can play
As the sun sets to end the day
They raft together and float away

Chorus
**Musical Adventure (hidden song)**

Going on a musical adventure  
Note by note by note!  
Going on a musical adventure  
Da da da da da

Under the sea, up in the sky  
High over mountains you can fly  
A pirate's treasure, a dinosaur's roar  
Through any dream, you can soar!

Going on a musical adventure  
Note by note by note!  
Going on a musical adventure  
Da da da da da

Clap your hands, jump up and down  
Let the music move you around  
Snap your fingers, stomp your feet  
Sway your body to the beat!

Going on a musical adventure  
Note by note by note!  
Going on a musical adventure  
Da da da da da